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Abstrat
Based on the standard osmologial model, we alulate the orretion to the rate of
two-photon 2s↔ 1s transitions in the hydrogen atom under primordial hydrogen plasma
reombination onditions that arises when the indued transitions under equilibrium bak-
ground radiation with a blakbody spetrum and plasma reombination radiation are
taken into aount.
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1 Introdution
The osmologial plasma reombination plays an important role in produing the osmi
mirowave bakground radiation (CMBR) anisotropy, sine it determines the time when
the optial depth of the Universe for Compton sattering beomes less than unity. The
reombination model suggested by Zel'dovih et al. (1968) and Peebles (1968) for the
hydrogen plasma and generalized by Seager et al. (1999, 2000) to the hydrogen-helium
plasma allows an auray of at least 1% to be ahieved when alulating the osmologial
reombination. Therefore, in the last few years, the eorts of researhers in this eld have
been direted at studying the eets that an aet the primordial plasma reombination
kinetis at a level of up to several perent (Leung et al. 2004; Dubrovih and Grahev
2005; Chluba and Sunyaev 2006; Novosyadlyj 2006).
The reombination kinetis depends mainly on two proesses: the two-photon 2s↔
1s transition and the Ly-α photon esape from the 2p → 1s line prole due to the
osmologial redshift (Zel'dovih et al. 1968; Peebles 1968; Seager et al. 1999, 2000).
In this paper, we disuss the orretion to the rate of two-photon 2s↔ 1s transi-
tions due to the eet of indued transitions. Suh an eet was rst disussed by Chluba
and Sunyaev (2006), who showed that inluding it leads to the relative hange in the
ionization fration by one perent for epohs z = 900− 1200. This is important, sine, in
turn, it an lead to hanges in the CMBR temperature utuation spetrum, whih an
be measured in planned experiments (Plank and others).
In this paper, speial emphasis was plaed on studying the 1s → 2s transi-
tions (hν21 ≃ 10.2 eV) related to two-photon absorption. In addition to the study by
Chluba and Sunyaev (2006), we took into aount the fat that the nonequilibrium Ly-α
photons produed under primordial hydrogen plasma reombination are shifted to the
lower frequenies. For the reombination period, the latter are limited by the frequeny
νred
21
= ν21(1 + zend)/(1 + zbegin) ≃ 0.6ν21, where zbegin ≃ 1600 and zend ≃ 900 dene the
period in whih more than 95% of the reombination Ly-α photons were produed. As
a result of this proess, the oupation number of the primordial plasma reombination
radiation photons (reddened Ly-α photons) at the reombination epoh in the frequeny
range [0.6ν21; ν21℄ exeeds the oupation number of the equilibrium bakground photons
by 1-4 orders of magnitude (see Fig. 1). This, in turn, results in a signiant dierene
between the 1s → 2s reation rate and that from Chluba and Sunyaev (2006), who as-
sumed the presene of only equilibrium bakground radiation with a blakbody spetrum
in the above frequeny range.
2 Unompensated 2s↔ 1s transitions
Calulating the orretion to the rate of two-photon 2s ↔ 1s transitions is based on
alulating the unompensated eletron ow J2s1s between the 2s and 1s levels. The
unompensated eletron ow J2s1s is desribed by the expression
J2s1s = P2s1sx2s − P1s2sx1s (1)
Here, P2s1s [s
−1
℄ is the rate of two-photon 2s→ 1s transitions inluding the spontaneous
and indued transitions, P1s2s is the rate of two-photon 1s → 2s transitions inluding
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the indued transitions, x2s and x1s are the relative populations of the 2s and 1s states
dened by the expressions
x2s = N2s/NH , x1s = N1s/NH (2)
where N2s is the number density of 2s-state atoms, N1s is the number density of ground-
state atoms, and NH is the total number density of neutral and ionized hydrogen atoms.
Let us dene the rate of unompensated 2s→ 1s transitions Au
2s1s (the supersript
u stands for unompensated) as
Au
2s1s = J2s1s/x2s = P2s1s − P1s2s
x1s
x2s
, (3)
Au2s1s an be omparable to the probability A2s1s ≃ 8.22 s
−1
of spontaneous two-photon
2s → 1s deays that determines the rate of 2s → 1s transitions in the absene of an
external radiation eld (i.e., in a vauum). In turn, the probability A2s1s of spontaneous
2s → 1s transitions in the hydrogen atom is dened by the expression (Spitzer and
Greenstein 1951; Zon and Rapoport 1968)
A2s1s =
A0
2
∫
1
0
φ(y)dy (4)
where A0 = 9α
6cRy/210 ≃ 4.3663 s−1 is the dimensional normalization onstant, α is the
ne-struture onstant, Ry is the Rydberg onstant for hydrogen, c is the speed of light,
and the funtion φ(ν/ν21) desribes the spontaneous two-photon deay spetrum (Spitzer
and Greenstein 1951; Zon and Rapoport 1968). The value of φ(y)dy is proportional to
the spontaneous emission probability of a pair of photons one of whih has frequeny ν in
the range [ν21y; ν21y + ν21dy] and the other has frequeny ν
′ = (ν21 − ν). The fator 1/2
arises, beause eah pair of photons is taken into aount twie when integrating in (4).
Calulating the rate of unompensated transitions Au2s1s requires knowledge of P2s1s
and P1s2s. The transition rates P2s1s and P1s2s depend on the parameters of the radiation
eld with whih the primordial plasma interats. This dependene is taken into aount
by the expressions (Rapoport et al. 1978)
P2s1s =
A0
2
∫
1
0
φ
(
ν
ν21
)
(1 + η(ν)) (1 + η(ν ′)) d
(
ν
ν21
)
, (5)
P1s2s =
A0
2
∫
1
0
φ
(
ν
ν21
)
η(ν)η(ν ′)d
(
ν
ν21
)
, (6)
where η(ν) is the oupation number at frequeny ν in the radiation eld with whih the
primordial plasma interats.
Thus, taking Eqs. (3)-(6) into onsideration, we an represent Au
2s1s in the following
form ontaining an expliit dependene on the oupation numbers η:
Au2s1s =
A0
2
∫
1
0
φ
(
ν
ν21
)[
(1 + η(ν)) (1 + η(ν ′))− η(ν)η(ν ′)
x1s
x2s
]
d
(
ν
ν21
)
, (7)
Basially, Eq. (7) is the ollision integral for photons and hydrogen atoms.
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To simplify the subsequent alulations, let us pass to the following expression
for the rate of unompensated transitions with integration over half the range of the
2s→ 1s transition, whih is valid, sine the integrands are symmetri with respet to the
substitution ν ↔ (ν21 − ν):
Au2s1s = A0
∫
1/2
0
φ
(
ν
ν21
)[
(1 + η(ν)) (1 + η(ν ′))− η(ν)η(ν ′)
x1s
x2s
]
d
(
ν
ν21
)
, (8)
Although the integration in Eq. (8) is over the frequeny range [0; ν21/2], the
argument ν ′ = (ν21 − ν) varies over the range [ν21/2; ν21], i.e., the integrand depends on
the oupation numbers η in the full transition frequeny range [0; ν21].
Sine the frequeny of more than 95% of the Ly-α photons does not derease to
ν21/2 in the reombination period and sine the perturbations of the oupation numbers
related to the transitions between exited states of the hydrogen atom (transition frequen-
ies < ν21/2) are no larger than 10
−5
(see, e.g., Dubrovih and Grahev 2004; Kholupenko
et al. 2005), the oupation number η(ν) in the frequeny range 0 ≤ ν ≤ ν21/2 is desribed
with a relative auray of at least 10−3 by the Plank distribution
η0(ν) =
(
exp
(
hν
kBT
)
− 1
)
−1
(9)
where kB is the Boltzmann onstant, the parameter T = T0(1 + z) is the CMBR tem-
perature at epoh z, and T0 = 2.726 K is the CMBR temperature at the present epoh.
Aordingly, the following approximate equality is valid for Au
2s1s:
Au
2s1s = A0
∫
1/2
0
φ
(
ν
ν21
)[(
1 + η0(ν)
)
(1 + η(ν ′))− η0(ν)η(ν ′)
x1s
x2s
]
d
(
ν
ν21
)
. (10)
The seond approximation that allows Eq. (8) to be simplied stems from the fat that
the oupation numbers η(ν ′) are no larger in absolute value than 10−5 (i.e., η(ν ′) ≪ 1)
in the frequeny range ν21/2 ≤ ν
′ ≤ ν21 at the reombination epoh. Therefore, η(ν
′) in
the rst term in the integrand in (10) may be ignored ompared to unity. At the same
time, η(ν ′) annot be ignored in the seond term, sine it appears in Eq. (10) in the
produt with a large fator x1s/x2s ≫ 1. Taking this into aount, we obtain a simplied
expression for Au
2s1s:
Au
2s1s = A0
∫
1/2
0
φ
(
ν
ν21
)[(
1 + η0(ν)
)
− η0(ν)η(ν ′)
x1s
x2s
]
d
(
ν
ν21
)
. (11)
Let us introdue the funtion
R(ν) ≡
(
1−
η(ν ′)η0(ν)
1 + η0(ν)
x1s
x2s
)
, (12)
that haraterizes the 2s↔ 1s reation rate at ertain emitted photon frequenies ν and
ν ′ = (ν21 − ν). If the rate of the reverse reation is negligible ompared to the rate of the
diret reation (e.g., for late epohs z . 1000), then R ≃ 1. If, alternatively, the diret
and reverse reations ompensate eah other (e.g., at early epohs z & 1500 when the
populations are lose to the equilibrium ones), then R ≃ 0.
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Using denition (12), we an write Eq. (11) in a ompat form:
Au
2s1s = A0
∫
1/2
0
φ
(
ν
ν21
)(
1 + η0(ν)
)
R(ν)d
(
ν
ν21
)
(13)
The optial depth in the Ly-α line at the reombination epoh is 105 − 108, whih
leads to the following relation between the populations x1s, x2p and the oupation number
in the Lyα line: η(ν21) = x2p/3x1s. Sine the ondition x2p = 3x2s is satised with a
relative auray of at least 10−2 for epohs z ≥ 800 (Grahev and Dubrovih 1991), we
obtain the following expression for η(ν21) (see also Peebles 1968):
η(ν21) =
x2s
x1s
(14)
Substituting Eqs. (9) and (14) in Eq. (12) yields
R(ν) =
(
1−
η(ν ′)
η(ν21)
exp
(
−
hν
kBT
))
(15)
The oupation number η(ν21) in the Ly-α line an be alulated using the reom-
bination equation (Peebles 1968). In our notation, this equation is
x˙p = −αcNHx
2
p + βcη(ν21)(1− xp) (16)
where xp = Np/NH is the hydrogen plasma ionization fration, αc is the total reombina-
tion oeient to all exited states of the hydrogen atom, and βc is the total ionization
oeient from all exited states. These oeients are related by
βc = αcge(T ) exp
(
−
E2
kBT
)
(17)
where ge(T ) is the partition funtion of free eletrons and E2 is the ionization energy of
the hydrogen atom in the 2s state.
Using (16) and (17), we an write
η(ν21) = γ(z)η
0(ν21)(1 + δ(z)), δ(z) =
x˙p
αcNHx2p
(18)
where γ(z) is the funtion that haraterizes the plasma deviation from ionization equi-
librium,
γ(z) =
x2p
(1− xp)
NH
ge(T )
exp
(
E1
kBT
)
(19)
where E1 is the ionization energy of the hydrogen atom in the ground state. Calulating
the funtion γ(z) requires prespeifying the dependene xp(z), whih is determined by
solving the problem of primordial plasma reombination through numerial alulation
(e.g., using refast; Seager et al. 1999). The alulation of the reombination kinetis
itself may be performed without inluding the eet onsidered here, i.e., in terms of the
standard reombination model (Peebles 1968; Seager et al. 1999, 2000), sine the expeted
relative hange in the ionization fration after applying the orretion under study to the
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rate of two-photon 2s ↔ 1s deay is ∼ 10−2 (Chluba and Sunyaev 2006). The funtion
γ(z) is presented in Fig. 2. In this paper, we will onsider γ(z) as a known quantity in
terms of whih all of the soughtfor funtions will be expressed.
Sine the value of the funtion |δ(z)| for epohs z ≥ 1100 does not exeed 2 · 10−2,
below we will use an approximate equality to determine η(ν21) (disregarding δ(z) ompared
to unity):
η(ν21, z) ≃ γ(z)η
0(ν21, z) (20)
The last funtion to be determined to alulateR(ν) is the total oupation number
η(ν ′) of CMBR photons and reombination Ly-α photons whose frequeny dereased from
the initial value of ν21 to ν
′
as
ν ′ = ν21
1 + z
1 + z′
(21)
where z′ is the epoh when the photon frequeny was ν21. Taking into aount the
law of frequeny hange (21), we obtain η(ν ′, z) = η(ν21, z
′) and η0(ν ′, z) = η0(ν21, z
′).
Combining these equalities and equality (20) leads to the following formulae to determine
η(ν ′, z):
η(ν ′, z) = η(ν21, z
′) = η0(ν21, z
′)γ(z′) = η0(ν ′, z)γ(z′) (22)
where the parameter z′ depends on ν ′ and z and is dened by the inequality that follows
from (21):
z′(ν ′, z) =
(ν21
ν ′
)
(1 + z)− 1 (23)
Given (20) and (22), the formula for R(ν) an be written as
R(ν) =
(
1−
γ(z′)
γ(z)
η0(ν ′)
η0(ν21)
exp
(
−
hν
kBT
))
(24)
A further simpliation of this formula is related to the fat that the following
equality is valid for ν ′ ≥ ν21/2 at the reombination epoh:
η0(ν ′)
η0(ν21)
exp
(
−
hν
kBT
)
≃ 1 (25)
sine the approximate equality
η0(ν ′) ≃ exp
(
−
hν ′
kBT
)
, (26)
holds with a relative auray of at least 10−5 in this period. Taking this into aount,
we obtain the nal formula for R(ν):
R(ν) = (1− γ(z′)/γ(z)) (27)
Substituting this expression in Eq. (13) yields the nal expression for the rate of unom-
pensated deays
Au
2s1s = A0
∫
1/2
0
φ
(
ν
ν21
)(
1 + η0(ν)
)
(1− γ(z′)/γ(z)) d
(
ν
ν21
)
(28)
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If equilibrium radiation is assumed to be present in the frequeny range [0; ν21], then
the priniple of detailed balaning an be used (Chluba and Sunyaev 2006). The rate of
unompensated transitions alulated under this assumption is given by the expression
(in addition, highlighted by the supersript CS):
Au,CS2s1s = A0
∫
1/2
0
φ
(
ν
ν21
)(
1 + η0(ν, z)
)
(1− 1/γ(z)) d
(
ν
ν21
)
(29)
In the standard reombination alulation (Peebles 1968; Seager et al. 1999, 2000),
no indued transitions are onsidered, i.e., the oupation number η0(ν) in Eq. (29) is
disregarded. Thus, the rate of unompensated transitions an be alulated using the
formula (the supersript st stands for standard)
Au,st
2s1s = A0
∫
1/2
0
φ
(
ν
ν21
)
(1− 1/γ(z)) d
(
ν
ν21
)
. (30)
Sine the key aspet of this study is allowane for the reombination Ly-α photons
(beause the 1s→ 2s reation rate depends on their number), we alulated the ratio of
the intensity of the reddened reombination radiation to the intensity of the equilibrium
bakground radiation with temperature T0 that must be observed at the urrent epoh
(Fig. 3). This quantity is related to the funtion γ(z) by
I(z = 0)distortion
I(z = 0)P lanck
=
η(ν)− η0(ν)
η0(ν)
= γ(zν)− 1 (31)
where zν = ν21/ν − 1 is the redshift of the Ly-α photon produed at the reombination
epoh. Previously, this quantity was alulated by Wong et al. (2005). Our alulations
show satisfatory agreement with the alulations by Wong et al. (2005). Our alula-
tions also agree with those of Grahev and Dubrovih (1991) and Boshan and Biltzinger
(1998), who alulated the distortion of the CMBR intensity related to the reombination
radiation in the Ly-α line.
3 Results
The alulations were performed in terms of the standard ΛCDM osmologial model with
the following parameters at the present epoh: the Hubble onstant H0 = 70 km/s/Mp;
the relative vauum-like energy density (osmologial onstant) ΩΛ ≃ 0.73; the relative
nonrelativisti matter density Ωm ≃ 0.27; the relative baryoni density Ωb ≃ 0.036; and
the relative relativisti matter density Ωrel ≃ 10
−4
(photons + neutrinos);
Figure 4 reprodues the results by Chluba and Sunyaev (2006): the spetrum (solid
urve) of the spontaneous two-photon 2s → 1s deay φ(ν/ν21); and the total spetrum
(dotted urve) of the spontaneous and indued two-photon 2s→ 1s deays (Chluba and
Sunyaev 2006), whih is symmetri with respet to ν21/2 and is dened by the following
funtion in the range [0; ν21/2]:
φind
(
ν
ν21
)
= φ
(
ν
ν21
)(
1 + η0(ν)
)
, (32)
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alulated for the epoh z = 1500 (the supersript ind stands for indued).
Figure 5 presents the following alulated spetra:
(1) The spetrum of the two-photon 2s ↔ 1s transition inluding only the spon-
taneous deays, with the reverse reation hannel being taken into aount using the
priniple of detailed balaning:
φst
(
ν
ν21
)
= φ
(
ν
ν21
)
(1− 1/γ(z)) (33)
This spetrum was alulated under the assumptions made in the standard reombination
model (Peebles 1968; Seager et al. 1999). In Fig. 5, it is represented by the solid urve.
(2) The spetrum of the two-photon 2s↔ 1s transition inluding the spontaneous
and indued transitions, the diret and reverse reation hannels, and under the assump-
tion that the radiation is equilibrium one in the entire 2s→ 1s transition frequeny range:
φCS (ν/ν21). This spetrum is also symmetri with respet to ν21/2 and is dened by the
following funtion in the range [0; ν21/2]:
φCS
(
ν
ν21
)
= φ
(
ν
ν21
)(
1 + η0(ν)
)
(1− 1/γ(z)) (34)
This spetrum was alulated under the assumptions made by Chluba and Sunyaev (2006).
In Fig. 5, it is represented by the dotted urve. (3) The spetrum of the two-photon
2s ↔ 1s transition inluding the spontaneous and indued transitions, the diret and
reverse reation hannels, and the nonequilibrium radiation in the Ly-α line and the
range 0.6ν21 ≤ ν
′ ≤ ν21. This spetrum is also symmetri with respet to ν21/2 and is
dened by the following funtion in the range [0; ν21/2]:
φu
(
ν
ν21
)
= φ
(
ν
ν21
)(
1 + η0(ν)
)
R(ν) (35)
This spetrum was alulated under the assumptions made here. In Fig. 5, it is repre-
sented by the dashed urve.
In ontrast to the frequeny-integrated reation rates Au,st
2s1s, A
u,CS
2s1s , and A
u
2s1s the
funtions φst, φCS, and φu presented in Fig. 5 haraterize the behavior of the 2s ↔ 1s
reation rate not only as a funtion of the epoh (z = 1500 - Fig. 5, top; z = 1100 - Fig.
5, bottom), but also as a funtion of the emitted photon frequenies ν and ν ′ = (ν21− ν).
The latter is important, sine the key aspet of this paper is allowane for the eet of
reddened reombination Ly-α photons, whose number depends signiantly on frequeny,
on the 2s↔ 1s reation rate.
Note also that the spetra φst, φCS, and φu shown in Fig. 5 are of interest in their
own right when alulating the distortion of the CMBR by the reombination photons
produed during two-photon 2s ↔ 1s transitions (Zel'dovih et al. 1968; Wong et al.
2005), sine these funtions desribe the behavior of the soure of reombination photons
for eah spei reombination model: φst for the standard reombination model (Peebles
1968; Seager et al. 1999); φCS for the modiation of the standard model suggested by
Chluba and Sunyaev (2006); and φu for the modiation of the standard model onsidered
here.
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The fat that the spetrum φu, in ontrast to the spetrum φCS, beomes zero at
the boundary of the transition frequeny range (at ν = 0) is related to ondition (14).
The latter leads to full ompensation of the indued two-photon 2s → 1s transitions
by the indued reverse two-photon 1s → 2s transitions at the frequeny ν ′ = ν21 that
orresponds to the Ly-α photon absorption.
Note also that the behavior of the spetra as a funtion of the epoh z under
onsideration is peuliar in that for epohs z & 1375 (the model-dependent value obtained
by numerial alulation), the values of φu(ν) are higher than those of φst(ν) (see Fig. 5,
top), i.e., Au2s1s > A
u,st
2s1s, while for epohs z . 1375, the values of φ
u(ν) are lower than
those of φst(ν) (see Fig. 5, bottom), i.e., Au
2s1s < A
u,st
2s1s. This is beause the 2s level for
z . 1375 is underpopulated with respet to the 1s level, given the oupation number
η(ν ′), i.e.,
x2s/x1s = η(ν21) < η(ν
′) (36)
This, in turn, is attributable to the nonmonotoni behavior of η(ν ′) with frequeny and
epoh z under onsideration (see Fig. 6).
Figure 7 shows the relative hanges δACS and δA in the rate of unompensated
2s ↔ 1s transitions ompared to the standard alulation (Peebles 1968; Seager et al.
1999) related to the inlusion of indued transitions. The value of δACS was alulated
under the assumptions made by Chluba and Sunyaev (2006); the value of δA was alu-
lated under the assumptions made here. By denition (3), δACS and δA also desribe the
relative hanges in the unompensated eletron ow J2s1s between the 2s and 1s levels
ompared to the standard alulation (Peebles 1968; Seager et al. 1999):
δACS =
Au,CS2s1s −A
u,st
2s1s
Au,st
2s1s
=
JCS2s1s − J
st
2s1s
Jst
2s1s
(37)
(dotted urve) and
δA =
Au2s1s −A
u,st
2s1s
Au,st
2s1s
=
J2s1s − J
st
2s1s
Jst
2s1s
(38)
(dashed urve).
Figure 8 presents the results of our alulations of the following quantities:
(1) Figure 8 (top) shows the alulated total ow Jr [m
−3
s
−1
℄ of reombining
primordial hydrogen plasma eletrons:
Jr = H(z)(1 + z)NH(z)
dxp
dz
, (39)
where H(z) is the Hubble onstant at epoh z.
(2) Figure 8 (bottom) shows the relative hange δJr in the ow of reombining
eletrons ompared to the standard reombination model (Peebles 1968; Seager et al.
1999) related to the inlusion of indued transitions:
δJr =
Jr − J
st
r
Jstr
. (40)
Figure 9 shows the alulated primordial hydrogen plasma ionization fration xp
as a funtion of redshift (Fig. 9, top) and the relative hange in this quantity δxp =
(xp−x
st
p )/x
st
p ompared to the standard reombination model (Peebles 1968; Seager et al.
1999) related to the inlusion of indued transitions (Fig. 9, bottom).
9
4 Conlusions
The alulations show that when the radiation produed during the primordial hydrogen
plasma reombination and the osmologial redshift is taken into aount, the orretion
δA to the rate of unompensated 2s ↔ 1s transitions due to the indued two-photon
2s ↔ 1s transitions is a fator of 2 smaller than that alulated under the assumptions
made by Chluba and Sunyaev (2006) (see Fig. 7) and even has the negative sign at epohs
z . 1375, whih generally leads to a delay of the primordial plasma reombination (see
Fig. 9) ompared with the standard alulation (Peebles 1968; Seager et al. 1999). The
relative hange δxp in the ionization fration for epohs z . 1200 is 0.5%. This, in turn,
leads to the surfae of the last sattering being loated at a lower z than that obtained in
the standard alulation of the primordial plasma reombination kinetis (Peebles 1968;
Seager et al. 1999). Further alulations are required to aurately alulate the loation
of the surfae of the last sattering and the CMBR temperature utuation spetrum by
taking into aount the modiation of the reombination model suggested here.
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Figure 1: Fig. 1. Total oupation number η for the primordial hydrogen plasma re-
ombination radiation and the bakground equilibrium radiation vs. frequeny ν (solid
urves); oupation number η0 for the bakground equilibrium radiation vs. frequeny ν
(dashed urves). The exess of the oupation numbers η above their equilibrium values
of η0 (i.e., the dierene (η − η0)) is determined by the number of reddened reom-
bination Ly-α photons. The urves from the top downward orrespond to the epohs
z = 1400, 1200, 1000.
12
Figure 2: Fig. 2. Funtion γ(z) haraterizing the plasma deviation from ionization
equilibrium alulated in terms of the standard ΛCDM osmologial model.
13
Figure 3: Fig. 3. Ratio of the intensity of the primordial hydrogen plasma reombination
radiation to the intensity of the CMBR (T0 = 2.726 K) at the urrent epoh vs. observed
wavelength λobs.
14
Figure 4: Fig. 4. Spetrum of the spontaneous two-photon deays φ (solid urve) and
spetrum of the two-photon deays inluding the spontaneous and indued deays φind
(dotted urve) for the epoh z=1500 (Chluba and Sunyaev 2006).
15
Figure 5: Fig. 5. Spetra of the two-photon 2s ↔ 1s transitions at various epohs:
the spetrum φst alulated under the assumptions of the standard reombination model
(Peebles 1968; Seager et al. 1999) (solid urve); the spetrum φCS alulated under the
assumptions made by Chluba and Sunyaev (2006) (dotted urve); and the spetrum φu
alulated under the assumptions made here (dashed urve).
16
Figure 6: Fig. 6. Dynamis of the reombination photon oupation number η: the urves
for epohs z = 1000− 1500 are presented.
17
Figure 7: Fig. 7. Relative hange in the rate of unompensated 2s↔ 1s transitions om-
pared to the rate of unompensated 2s↔ 1s transitions alulated under the assumptions
made in the standard model (Peebles 1968; Seager et al. 1999): δACS is the result ob-
tained under the assumptions made by Chluba and Sunyaev (2006) (dotted urve); and
δA is the result obtained under the assumptions made here (dashed urve).
18
Figure 8: Fig. 8. Top: Flow of irretrievably reombining primordial hydrogen plasma
eletrons Jr. Bottom: The relative hange in the ow of reombining eletrons δJr om-
pared to the standard reombination model (Peebles 1968; Seager et al. 1999) related to
the inlusion of indued transitions.
19
Figure 9: Fig. 9. Top: Primordial hydrogen plasma ionization fration xp vs. redshift
z. Bottom: The relative hange δxp = (xp − x
st
p )/x
st
p in the ionization fration ompared
to the standard reombination model (Peebles 1968; Seager et al. 1999) related to the
inlusion of indued transitions.
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